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Abstract. Active exploration is a necessary component of a putative
spatial representation system in the mammalian brain. We address the
problem of how spatial exploratory behaviour is generated in rodents by
combining an artificial neural network model of place coding with a mul-
tiobjective evolutionary algorithm that tunes model parameters so as to
maximise the efficiency of environment exploration. The principal prop-
erty of the spatial representation model is an online correction between
external visual cues and path integration, a widely accepted concept in
theoretical accounts of spatial learning in animals. We find that artifi-
cial evolution results in recurrent patterns of exploratory behaviour in a
way observed in experimental studies of spatial exploration in rodents.
Our results provide a link between the functional organisation of the bi-
ological spatial learning network and the observed high-level patterns of
exploratory behaviour.
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1 Introduction

Exploratory behaviour is a necessary component of a putative spatial represen-
tation system in the mammalian brain [32, 28]. However, animals’ motivations
and decision making processes driving active exploration in unknown environ-
ments is only partially understood. Early theories argued that exploring the
environment is a behavioural consequence of animals’ curiosity, that is limited
by fear of potential dangers [27], where environmental novelty was considered as
one of the causes of the fear [17]. Later neurobiological evidence for a network of
brain structures (centred on the limbic system) mediating spatial cognition led to
the hypothesis that active exploration may subserve the construction of mental
representations of space [32]. According to the cognitive map theory [32], pyra-
midal cells in the hippocampal formation (termed place cells) code for spatial
locations in an environment [31]. Extensive theoretical and experimental studies
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Fig. 1. Examples of exploratory patterns in rats. (A) Exploration proceeds by round-
trip excursions centred on a home base. (B) The home base is characterised by elevated
average occupancy. Unpublished data by C. Brandner and A. Arleo.

of the properties and origins of place cell activity showed that their location-
selective activity results from multisensory integration of allothetic (i.e. related
to the environmental landmark cues) and idiothetic (i.e. related to self-motion
cues, or path integration [26]) information [25, 2].

Despite the fact that the necessity to combine allothetic and idiothetic infor-
mation for stable representations is widely recognised [2], the question of how
this functional aspect of the spatial learning process may influence exploratory
behaviour remains poorly investigated. It is clear that some sort of (reward-
independent) associative process must take place between allothetic and idio-
thetic cues from the onset of exploration in a novel environment [24]. For in-
stance, once the correspondence between currently observed visual landmarks
and path integration dependent self-localisation is lost, subsequent exploration
is useless until the correspondence is restored. This prompts for the suggestion
that periodic visits to a previously well-explored location could be instrumental
in spatial exploration.

A large body of behavioural studies showed that, even in featureless environ-
ments, various species has an important predisposition to systematically come
back to the same place, so-called home base. Furthermore, animals’ excursions
from their home base are themselves structured in specific patterns (Fig. 1) [7,
8]. In this study we propose a novel hypothesis that generation of exploratory
behaviour may be (at least in part) based on the functional organisation of the
underlying spatial representation network. In particular, we argue that the ne-
cessity of keeping allothetic and idiothetic components of spatial representation
coherent in time, leads to the observed round-trip exploratory patterns.

We use a neural network model of hippocampal place cells that is a sim-
plified version of our previously published model that includes realistic visual
input, grid-cell and place-cell networks [1, 3, 37]. The central property of the
used spatial learning model is that a combination of external and self-motion
cues is a necessary condition to build robust place field representations. We
further assume that in order to ensure a coherent construction of the spatial
representation, an evolutionary stable exploration strategy is required that al-
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lows for periodic calibration of idiothetic estimations by allothetic inputs. This
exploration strategy is under the control of a neural network controller whose
weights are adjusted in the course of artificial evolution [14]. Thus, we adopt
multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (EA) [20, 29] in order to optimally tune
the parameters of the exploration controller and study the neural properties of
the learnt spatial representation in evolved simulated animals.

Our results show that, given our model of spatial representation, the round-
trip behaviour is optimal in terms of minimisation of the self-localisation error
and maximisation of exploration rate (i.e. explored area per unit time). These
results link exploratory patterns observed in animals with cognitive mapping the-
ories of hippocampal neural networks. In addition, they may provide an insight
into the biological solution for a well known problem in autonomous robotics,
that of simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) [22, 9].

2 Methods

2.1 Spatial behaviour and hippocampal place coding model

In our simplified model of spatial behaviour, a simulated mouse explores a square
environment of 1.6×1.6 m in time steps of ∆t = 0.125 s, with a constant speed
v = 16 cm/s (which is close to the actual speed of running mice). The size of the
time step corresponds to theta-frequency range (8 Hz), based on the hypothesis
that input/output information processing in the hippocampus occurs in separate
cycles of theta oscillations [18]. At each time step, the motor command for the
next movement consists of a displacement ∆s = v ·∆t and a rotation ∆φ.

The true position of the mouse is tracked by a position vector s, which inte-
grates mouse movements exactly. The value of s is not accessible to the spatial
representation module (see below). The perceived position, which is estimated
from path integration [26], is tracked by a vector p = (x, y), which integrates
noisy estimations of the motor commands ∆ŝ and ∆φ̂:

x(t) = x(t− 1) +∆ŝ cos(φ(t)) (1)
y(t) = y(t− 1) +∆ŝ sin(φ(t))

with
φ(t) = φ(t− 1) +∆φ̂ (2)
∆ŝ = ∆s+ ξ

∆φ̂ = ∆φ+ ζ

where ξ and ζ represent Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviations
equal to 50% of the true ∆s and 0.1 rad, respectively.

The spatial representation model constructs an accurate representation of
space given noisy estimations of self-motion inputs. At each time step, the encod-
ing of spatial information occurs in three neural populations, termed ‘idiothetic
cells’, ‘allothetic cells’, and ‘place cells’ (Fig. 2A).
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Fig. 2. The combined modelling and artificial evolution framework. (A) The neural
network model of spatial learning (top) consists of three interconnected populations of
idiothetic cells (ICs), allothetic cells (ACs) and place cells (PCs), that together form a
representation of space based on mutisensory integration. Online correction of ICs by
ACs is necessary to cope with cumulative path integration error. Connection weights
(dotted lines) are learnt during exploration, which is under control of the exploration
controller (bottom). (B) The parameters of the exploration controller are optimised
in the course of artificial evolution. In each evolution cycle, a population of simulated
mice is generated with different sets of controller weights. These mice are then tested
in an exploration run and the best ones (in terms of a multiobjective fitness function)
will serve to produce a new generation.

The number and spatial distribution of the idiothetic cells (ICs) is predefined
and independent from the environment —with ICs covering uniformly the whole
environment. The IC population represents a self-motion based reference frame,
with each cell having a Gaussian-shaped firing profile centred on the perceived
position of the animal:

rICi = exp
(
−||p− pi

IC||2

2σp

)
(3)

where pIC
i corresponds to the position where the activity of the i-th cell is maxi-

mal, and σp = 10 cm is the width of the firing field. The biological counterpart of
ICs are subpopulations of entorhinal grid cells [13, 16, 36, 25]. A thresholded sum
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of activities of a large number of grid cell with maximal activity at a particular
location will indeed have an approximately Gaussian profile [38, 37].

Allothetic cells (ACs) are recruited online during exploration and encode in-
formation about external stimuli observed at visited locations. More specifically,
at each time step an AC is recruited when less then 10 cells are highly active
(with activity threshold 0.9). The activity of each AC is characterised by a Gaus-
sian tuning curve. The discharge of an AC is maximal if the rat’s true position
s is close to the centre pAC

i of the Gaussian firing field:

rAC
i = exp

(
−||s− pi

AC||2

2σs

)
(4)

with σs = 10 cm. In addition to its activity, each AC stores the perceived
location pi = (xi, yi) at which it was recruited. Intuitively, if the internal location
estimate is erroneous, a wrong place can be associated to a stable visual cue. Only
when the internal estimate is correct, the same cue appears to be always at the
same (true) location. ACs provide an abstract representation of allothetic spatial
information, available to the animal at a particular location. In a more plausible
model, this abstract information can be provided by calculating a difference
between remembered and actual location-specific allothetic input [1, 3, 37].

Hippocampal place cells (PCs), similarly to ACs, are recruited online at each
time step, provided that less then 10 PCs are active. Once recruited, the PC is
connected to all the ICs and ACs, active at the moment, with connection weights
wPC

ij from input cell (either IC or AC) j to PC i equal to the input activity (i.e.
one-shot Hebbian learning). In competitive Hebbian learning, weight values learn
a normalised representation of the inputs [19], and hence our learning scheme
is a simplification of this, more biologically plausible, learning paradigm. The
activity of the PC is simply calculated as:

rPC
i =

∑
j

wPC
ij rj (5)

where j spans all ACs and ICs, and rj is the activity of the corresponding
input cell. Weights are normalised so that maximal activity of a PC is 1. The
PC population encodes a representation of the environment and can be used
to perform goal-oriented navigation [1, 3, 37, 23]. Here, we are more interested
in the accuracy of this representation, which is measured by the PC-based self-
localisation error and by single-cell receptive field properties (see below).

A central property of the model is the interplay between idiothetic and allo-
thetic signals. More specifically, the activity of ACs is used to correct the noisy
self-motion related information provided by ICs. Whenever the number of active
ACs exceeds 10, the perceived position p is corrected by the allothetic input:

p = p + α(pAC − p) (6)
φ = φ+ α(φAC − φ)
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Here, pAC = (xAC, yAC) is the centre of mass of the population of ACs:

xAC =
∑
rAC
i xi∑

i r
AC
i

; yAC =
∑
rAC
i yi∑

i r
AC
i

(7)

where (xi, yi) is the perceived position stored at the moment of each AC recruit-
ment. Note that the true position s is used only to calculate the AC activity
—which roughly corresponds to the activation of the same visual receptors when
the same visual cue is observed. In all other formulae it is the perceived position
that is used, which is subject to the cumulative error.

We assume that φAC is equal to the true heading direction of the animal.
Thus, the error in the integration of head direction is cumulative, but only until
the correction by the allothetic input is made. This point, however, does not
diminish the validity of the model, because the same correction method would
work for the head direction alone [24]. A full model should fix both types of
cumulative error simultaneously. This would make the model more complex, in
the end illustrating the validity of the same correction method.

2.2 Control of active exploration by artificial evolution

In the model, the direction of the next exploration movement ∆φ (Eq. 2), with
∆φ ∈ (−π, π], is the output a neural network exploration controller (Fig. 2A).
The first input to the controller represents the uncertainty u(t) about the self-
motion estimate of the current position. In the present model, u(t) is simply
proportional to time passed since the last calibration t∗:

u(t) = min
(
t− t∗

T
, 1
)

(8)

Intuitively, at the moment of calibration the uncertainty is zero, since the loca-
tion is recognised. Uncertainty grows proportionally with time, representing an
internal sense of getting lost, and reaches its maximal value of 1 after time T
has passed since the last calibration. Then, u(t) = 1 until the next recalibra-
tion, when it is reset to 0. The second input represents the egocentric homing
direction ∆φh:

∆φh = φ(t)− arctan(y/x) (9)

where φ(t) is the current heading direction, and (x, y) is the current perceived
position vector. The third input is a constant bias value (set to 1 in the current
implementation). All input values are normalised to be in [−1, 1] range.

All units i of the neural controller have a sigmoidal activation function f of
the weighted sum of their inputs, i.e. f(

∑
j wij · rj) with wij ∈ [−6, 6]. A set of

hidden units enables the controller to approximate non-linear functions of the
input configurations (Fig. 2A).

In the model, an evolutionary algorithm [14] determines the weight vector w
defining the input-output relation of the neural controller. Under the constraints
of the above spatial learning model, the emergence of a homing behaviour —and
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the expression of round-trip exploratory patterns— as the result of the artificial
evolution of the controller’s dynamics, would support our working hypothesis
that the interaction between idiothetic and allothetic cues plays a role in shaping
active exploration.

The artificial evolution algorithm starts by generating N0 = 1000 simulated
mice with random genomes (i.e. the weight parameters of the non-linear con-
troller). Next, an evaluation phase is performed, during which each simulated
mouse is placed at the centre of the environment (Fig. 2B), and let to explore
it either for 1000 time steps, or until 500 hippocampal place cells are recruited.
Before exploration starts, 30 allothetic cells and place cells are recruited near
the starting location to simulate the formation of a home base [10, 8, 12]. Af-
ter the exploration run, a two-objective fitness function (F1, F2) is assessed. F1

quantifies the accuracy of the spatial code as the negative mean path integration
error:

F1 = − 1
NPC

NPC∑
i=1

||si − pi|| (10)

where NPC is the number of place cells recruited during the exploration run, ||x||
is the Euclidean norm, and si and pi are, respectively, the true and perceived
positions of the simulated mouse when the place cell i was recruited. The fitness
function F2 measures the exploration rate as the number of visited quadrants
(out of total 32×32 quadrants, arranged in a grid covering the surface of the
arena) per time step. Then a Pareto-efficiency criterion [20] is used to select
the best genomes based on the two fitness values. Selected individuals are used,
together with random mutations, to generate the next G = 100 generation of
simulated mice. The evaluation-reproduction-selection cycles are repeated until
performance convergence occurs. Artificial evolution simulations were performed
using the Sferes2 software platform [29].

3 Results

Figure 3A shows changes in the shape of Pareto front across successive genera-
tions of simulated mice. Each cross corresponds to a pair of fitness values for a
single simulated mouse estimated from evaluation phase, and its colour identifies
the generation to which this mouse belongs. There are three general behavioural
patterns of simulated mice that correspond to different locations along the Pareto
front. The simulated mice that have high spatial accuracy (F1 close to 0, cor-
responding to small spatial localisation error at the end of evaluation phase)
and low exploration rate (F2 close to 0, meaning that these mice stayed close to
the home base across the evaluation phase) are located near the top left part of
the plot, and denoted as ‘nesters’. Those mice that have a high exploration rate
and low spatial accuracy are located near the bottom right part of the plot, and
marked as ‘random explorers’. For our purposes, the most interesting simulated
mice are those that were able to explore a large part of the environment during
the evaluation phase, at the same time keeping a relatively high spatial accuracy
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Fig. 3. Results on the exploratory behaviour of evolved simulated mice. (A) Changes in
Pareto front across generations. (B, C) Paths and corresponding path integration errors,
respectively, for random explorers (left), map builders (centre) and nesters (right). In
B, the black curves correspond to true coordinates, whereas the red curves correspond
to coordinates derived from path integration.

(i.e. located at the middle of the Pareto front, denoted ‘map builders’). As a re-
sult of artificial evolution, the exploration controller was progressively optimised
so as to simultaneously increase both fitness values, resulting in efficient map
builders approximately after 500 generations.

Figure 3B shows examples of true and perceived (i.e. generated from path
integration) traces during the evaluation phase of random explorers (left), map
builders (centre) and nesters (right). The corresponding path integration error,
calculated as the vector distance between the true and perceived coordinates,
is shown in Figure 3C. While traces from random explorers cover a large part
of the environment, these mice quickly lose track of their true position. On the
other extreme, nesters had very low path integration error, largely because they
stayed always near the home base. In contrast, evolved map builders explored
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Fig. 4. Results. Simulated ’genome’ analysis. (A) Controller input-output mappings for
a sample random explorer (left), a map builder (centre) and a nester (right). Colour
codes for the value of controller output ∆φ from -π (blue) to π (red). (B) The same
input-output mapping as in A, but for ∆φh = 0, i.e. when the mouse is heading towards
the home base.

a larger area than nesters while keeping the error relatively low (here around
10 cm, Fig.3C).

In order to study the dependence of the controller output on the uncertainty
parameter, we analysed the genomes of random explorers, map builders and
nesters. Figure 4 shows, for each genome, the mapping from two controller in-
puts u and ∆φh to its output ∆φ. The input-output mapping for the genome
of the random explorer is largely independent from the uncertainty parameter
(left-hand plots), showing that the behaviour of these mice is not influenced by
the uncertainty in the position estimate. This is in contrast to the uncertainty-
dependent mapping for map builders and nesters (centre and right-hand plots).
The input-output mapping and behaviour of map builders and nesters are qual-
itatively similar, but differ in that nesters are more sensitive to the uncertainty
and head towards the home base (i.e.∆φ approaches 0 in Fig. 4B) when u reaches
values near 0.5 (compared to map builders, for which the threshold value is close
to 1). These results support our hypothesis that round-trip homing behaviour (as
observed in map builders and nesters) can result from the need to keep allothetic
and idiothetic position estimates coherent in time. Moreover, parameter optimi-
sation by evolution tuned the dependence on the uncertainty in map builders so
as to maximise exploration rate while keeping the localisation error low.
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3.1 Quality of spatial representations in map builders and explorers

We now focus on map builders and random explorers and study spatial repre-
sentation on the level of single place cells and the population level. According to
our hypothesis, the round-trip behaviour should enable the construction of an
accurate place field representation in map builders, due to periodic recalibration
of the idiothetic position code using allothetic cues. In contrast, no such repre-
sentation may be constructed in random explorers, due to cumulative drift of
the idiothetic estimate.

Figure 5A shows examples of spatial receptive fields from a map builder and a
random explorer. In our simplified model, each place field consists of two compo-
nents —idiothetic and allothetic, each having a constant width of its firing field
(see Fig 2A). If both the allothetic and idiothetic components code for similar
spatial locations, then the resulting place cell codes for an accurately identified
spatial location. Consequently, it has a single-peaked firing field and its activ-
ity level is close to one (corresponding to a sum of two Gaussian profiles with
spatially close centres, left plot in Fig. 5A). In contrast, when a place cell is re-
cruited in an incorrectly identified location, its firing field will be double-peaked
with the two components corresponding to the correct (allothetic) and incorrect
(idiothetic) position estimations at the time of the place cell recruitment. Con-
sequently, the maximal activity level of such a place cell will be significantly less
than one (right plot in Fig 5A).

According to theories of hippocampal spatial representations, an effective
location signal is encoded on the level of population of place cells. Indeed, in
order to represent different locations in an environment, many hippocampal cells
are necessary [40]. Figure 5B shows examples of population activity profiles in
a map builder and a random explorer, when the simulated mouse is located in
the position marked by the black star. We chose a location far from the home
base where the influence of path integration should be more pronounced. While
the population activity in the map builder is centred near the correct location,
it is much noisier and has lower amplitude in the random explorer.

To ensure that differences between spatial representation properties are stable
across different experiments, we ran artificial evolution 10 times and chose the
best map builder (i.e. with highest F1 and F2 values) and a random explorer.
Figure 5C shows the comparison of mean path integration error (calculated at
the time of place cell creation) over all place cells across the 10 map builders
(white bar) and 10 random explorers (black bar). Map builders have significantly
lower path integration error than random explorers (ANOVA, F1,18 = 72.07,
P < 0.0001), as expected from their fitness measures. Figure 5D shows the mean
percentage of place cells whose maximal activity across the whole experimental
space exceeded threshold of 0.8. A significantly higher number of such cells in
map builder compared to random explorers (ANOVA, F1,18 = 190.1, P < 0.0001)
again shows that place cells are more accurate in these mice than in random
explorers.

On the population level, we measured the self-localisation error in these sim-
ulate mice. To perform self-localisation, a simulated mouse was put in a series of
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Fig. 5. Results. Quality of spatial representations in map builders and random explor-
ers. (A, B) Examples of spatial receptive fields of unitary place cells (A) and population
activity profiles (B) for a map builder (left) and a random explorer (right). Colour codes
for activity levels from 0 (blue) to 1 (red). The black star marks the true position of
the animal. (C-D) The bar plots show the mean ±SD of path integration error (C),
proportion of highly active cells (with threshold 0.8) across generations (B), propor-
tion of identified locations (E), and population-encoded localisation error (F) for map
builders (white) and random explorers (black).
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sample locations that covered the experimental environment with a rectangular
grid of 16×16 locations. In each location, we first checked whether the location
was visually familiar, i.e. whether at least one allothetic cell was highly active.
In a familiar location, the position estimate was calculated as the centre of mass
of highly-active place cells (i.e. using a population code with threshold 0.8). If
the location was familiar and a sufficiently high number of place cells were active
in order to perform self-localisation, then the location was considered identified.
The self localisation error was measured as the distance between the true po-
sition and the position estimate from the population, in an identified location.
Figure 5E shows the percentage of identified locations relative to the number of
visually familiar locations. The population code in map builders, compared to
random explorers, correctly represented a significantly larger fraction of visually
recognised locations (ANOVA, F1,18 = 152.43, P < 0.0001). Figure 5F shows the
mean self-localisation error across all identified locations. The population place
code in map builders was significantly more accurate than in random explorers
(ANOVA, F1,18 = 19.46, P < 0.001). These results suggested that in our model
of spatial representation, equipped with an optimally tuned exploration, spatial
code was accurate on the level of single and population hippocampal activity.

4 Discussion

In this study we combined a spatial learning model with an artificial evolution
approach to test the hypothesis that exploratory behaviour can be generated
based on the functional organisation of the underlying spatial representation
network [1]. Our results suggest that round-trip exploration, a basic structural
pattern of spatial behaviour observed in animals [39, 12], can emerge as a result of
an optimisation criterion based on the hypothesis that accurate spatial learning
requires a combination of allothetic and idiothetic information [24, 2].

The theoretical concept of combining allothetic and idiothetic inputs to form
a stable representation of space is not new [24]. In particular, this concept served
as a basis for an attractor neural network model of CA3 area of the hippocampus
[35] to explain a set of behavioural studies [15]. Later models included realistic
visual input [1], goal-directed navigation [4] and competing navigation strategies
[6, 37], suggesting a wide applicability of this model to explain neurobehavioural
data. However, a fundamental problem with this concept in its current state is
that does not provide a mechanistic explanation of how allothetic and idiothetic
cues are combined in a coherent representation during the beginning of explo-
ration in a novel environment. Given that both path integration and allothetic
(e.g. visual landmark) cues are noisy and often ambiguous, it is not clear that
mutual correction mechanisms are effective in producing stable and accurate
representations. Indeed, in order to correctly associate observed external cues to
self-motion position estimates, an accurate representation is required, which in
turn requires correction by external cues. This circular requirement problem is
well studied in the robot navigation field, where it is known as the Simultaneous
Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) problem [22]. Solution to the SLAM prob-
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lem is one of the notable achievements in robotics for the past two decades [9].
However, robotics solutions are generally not biologically plausible and provide
poor explanation for observed animal behaviour, let alone corresponding neural
activity. Here, we addressed a similar problem using an artificial neural network
model based on widely accepted hypotheses about the functional organisation
of the spatial representation system in the mammalian brain.

In this study we used evolutionary algorithms (EAs) in order to tune the
parameters of the exploration controller. EAs provide a method for optimisa-
tion, with respect to some objective function, of an arbitrary complex model by
tuning a set of numeric and/or structural parameters of the model (the number
of such parameters in the model is theoretically unlimited) [14]. The applica-
tion of EAs in the present case is justified for two reasons. First, it is hard
to use standard neural network training algorithms, such as e.g. back propaga-
tion, since the link between the parameters of the controller and the resulting
behaviour is not formally defined. In addition, the notion of ‘error’ does not
apply here, making it hard to adopt a gradient descent operator over the error
function. Second, given that a similar spatial representation system is used by
many species (including rats [32], mice [30] and humans [11]), it might be argued
that an efficient exploration framework must have appeared at the same time
as the spatial representation system itself. On these grounds, an application of
an evolutionary approach is natural for this problem, albeit we recognise that it
is rather the computational nature of the problem than its relation to evolution
that prompted us to use EA in the current work.

Recent advances in the behavioural study of spatial exploration in rodents
[12, 5] provided methods for detailed characterisation of behavioural patterns
beyond high-level motion characterisation. In particular, statistical analysis of
moment-to-moment changes in animal speed and direction during 24-hour ses-
sions of free exploration can assess the gradual build-up in the extent and com-
plexity of free exploration [12, 5]. By combined behavioural and genetic approach,
it was discovered that several mouse strains share a sequence of so called ‘motion
types’ (defined as e.g. round-trips along the wall of a circular arena, or round-
trips toward its centre) that constitute on a lower level the round-trip patterns
discussed before [21, 12, 5]. From the point of view of our model, such a switch
between motion types during exploration may correspond to changes on the
level of spatial representation characteristics. This prediction can be tested by
comparing behaviour of genetically modified mice with known spatial learning
deficits (e.g. a deficit in the idiothetic spatial learning component [34]) with be-
haviour of the model with simulated deficits [33] within the modelling framework
proposed in the present study.

5 Conclusion

Theories of mammalian spatial cognition rely heavily on the notion of spatial
representations constructed by the brain. Exploration is the process by which
these representations are acquired. Using a unified modelling framework, we
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tested a hypothesis that function of the spatial representation network causes
specific exploratory patterns to emerge in the course of evolution. A multidisci-
plinary approach combining theoretical and behavioural approaches provides a
possibility to study the involvement of and modes of interaction between specific
brain structures in the genesis of exploratory behaviour.
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